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iPhone and GoPro Filming Tips 
 

1) TURN THAT PHONE SIDEWAYS!  
In order to take advantage of your entire camera , turn your phone sideways (versus up 
and down).  

 
Why? Because if you film vertically, when you play it back it won't fill up the screen and 
you'll get those pesky black lines at the top and bottom.  
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2) THINK LIKE A FILMMAKER  
Professional filmmakers and photographers aim to get a scene using a 
wide-medium-tight framing rule of thumb. This translates to far away enough to capture 
the scene, moving closer so you don’t see as much as the background, and then 
moving closer again to capture detail. Not only does this make for more interesting 
footage but having differently framed clips will make it much better to edit at some future 
date. 
 
Could you just take one long video where you’re moving the camera and zooming in 
and out? Yes, but your audience will not enjoy the experience. 
 
WIDE SHOT 

 
 
MEDIUM SHOT 
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TIGHT SHOT 

 
 
 

3) DON’T ZOOM, GET CLOSE! 
Move your feet and close instead of using your camera’s zoom if possible. You’ll get 
much better quality and your footage won’t look grainy.  
  
  

 4) KIDS ARE FASTER THAN YOU 
When kids are doing something active, try to avoid following them with your camera 
unless it’s truly a can’t miss moment. Instead, let them exit the frame while you stay still 
-- think of yourself as a human tripod. Letting a someone leave the shot is a great, easy 
way to transition into another clip or move on to another scene when you put it all 
together someday.  
 
 

5) DON’T TALK (TOO MUCH) 
If you can help it, try and not talk over people so you can hear whatever it is 
they’re saying. Sometimes, I tell people that I’m going to film something and 
that I’ll yell, “Go!” right before I press record. If you do ask questions, etc., talk 
softer than you usually would do. 
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6) COMPOSITION 
You don’t have to have everything neatly centered all the time -- especially 
when you’re focusing someone doing something from up close (eating 
watermelon for instance). Feel free to have kids off center. This is often called 
the “rule of thirds” in photography.  
 

 
 
 

8) On Stabilization  
While phones continue to improve their stabilization, consider investing in an 
inexpensive small flexible tripod or more traditional tripod. The new 
generations of GoPros have great stabilization, too.  
  

https://www.lightroompresets.com/blogs/pretty-presets-blog/6264342-the-rule-of-thirds
https://amzn.to/2QdXmpl
https://amzn.to/2CY97fF
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9) GoPros Tips & Settings 
○ At least 1080 resolution - larger is better, especially if handing off 

to professional editor. 
○ Medium / Linear view is often best 
○ 60 or 30 fps (frames per second)  
○ 120 fps when you know you want slow-motion 
○ For action shots, experiment with filming things two ways so that 

you have more to work with later on: 1) staying still and let the 
movement unfold 2) following the action (diving into water, 
canoeing past, summiting a mountain). 

 
 


